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Abstract—Side-channel attacks revealing the sensitive user
data through the motion sensors (such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and orientation sensors) emerged as a new trend in the
smartphone security. In this respect, recent studies have examined
feasibility of inferring user’s tap input by utilizing the motion
sensor readings and propounded that some user secrets can be
deduced by adopting the different side-channel attacks. More
precisely, in this kind of attacks, a malware processes outputs
of these sensors to exfiltrate victims private information such as
PINs, passwords or unlock patterns. In this paper, we describe a
new side-channel attack on smartphones that aims to predict the
age interval of the user. Unlike the previous works, our attack
does not directly deal with recovering a target user’s some secret,
rather its sole purpose is determining whether she is a child or
an adult. The main idea behind our study relies on the key
observation that the characteristics of children and adults differ
in hand holding and touching the smartphones. Consequently, we
show that there is an apparent correlation between the motion
sensor readings and these characteristics that build up our attack
strategy. In order to exhibit efficiency of the proposed attack, we
have developed an Android application named as BalloonLogger
that evaluates accelerometer sensor data and perform child/adult
detection with a success rate of 92.5%. To the best of our
knowledge, in this work, for the first time, we point out such
a security breach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most of the smartphones have built-in motion sensors
such as the accelerometer, gyroscope, and orientation sensors
to gain information about the movement and orientation of
the device. These sensors greatly expedites development of
creative and context-aware applications, e.g. high accuracy
in game control has been provided. In terms of security,
the motion sensors are not considered as exposing sensitive
information, so the popular mobile operating systems (iOS,
Android) allow all installed applications to access the sensor
data. However, recent studies, like [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7] have demonstrated that user security can be compromised
by employing device motion sensor data as a side-channel.
Specifically, the presented attacks infer user taps on smartphone touchscreens by processing motion sensor readings, i.e
user taps on the soft keyboards of smartphones can be guessed.
Consequently, by conducting the proposed attacks, user secret
information such as creditcard numbers, PINs, passwords or
screen lock patterns can be revealed [8].
The results of the aforementioned research point out two
common facts: First, motion sensors may carry side-channel
information and they can be exploited to capture user sensitive
data by an adversary. Second, touch behaviour of a user may
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assist verification of users, i.e. behavioral biometrics can be
derived from the smartphone sensors for user identification
[9], [10], [11].
In this paper, we focus on the key observation that smartphone touching and holding attributes differ for a child and
an adult, e.g. strength, angle preferences of the applied force,
use of single hand or two hands. In order to disclose the
discriminative patterns for age groups, we have extracted
principle features by analyzing correlation between accelerometer output and the user’s touch and hold behaviour. In this
regard, we have developed an Android app, BalloonLogger,
that collects accelerometer data while user playing balloon
popping.
In particular, after data is collected through our application
(50 touch events from each user), by using the signal processing techniques we derive 16 features and calculate their
values. Finally, our proposed algorithm yields the boolean
answer whether the user is a child or an adult. Notice that the
goal of our work is just detecting the age interval of the user,
in contrast to previous work that intend to recover sensitive
information like PIN, password, credit numbers etc.
The contribution of our paper is twofold: First, we introduce the possibility that user age group can be detected
by evaluating the accelerometer sensor readings as a sidechannel source. We demonstrate its practicality by collecting
data from users through our test application and indicating
its high success rates in distinguishing child and adult users.
Second, we examine the success of our model in case of the
test application running in the background and show that it
can still detect user age interval with a success rate of 89%.
To our best knowledge, there is no previous study using the
motion sensors of smartphones as side-channel to infer user
age interval.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we introduce the threat model and give the assumptions made.
Section III describes the details of our scheme and presents
the evaluated results. In Section IV, we show the success rate
of our model in case of Silence Mode. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section V.
II. A SSUMPTIONS AND T HREAT M ODEL
First of all, we consider an attacker who wishes to control
the smartphone illegally. Moreover, we assume that malware is
capable of determining whether the current user of the smartphone is a child or an adult. Notice that this feature facilitates
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attacker to accomplish her primary goals more easily. Once
the malware detects the current user is a child, it requests
permissions or authorizations from the child to realize its next
actions, e.g. downloading other malicious applications, getting
revenue via billed events, exfiltration of personal information
and user credentials or showing inappropriate content [13],
[14].
On the contrary, malware suspends its suspicious activities
while an adult user is recognized, so it hides its presence in the
system. In other words, in case of an adult user, it proceeds to
carry out its normal activities without drawing attention to its
illegal actions. By taking this facts into consideration, one can
see the significance of child/adult user information in terms of
security.
Actually, there are large numbers of studies about biometric
age-group classification. The proposed methods try to extract
age related attributes from facial images [12]. However, a malicious application usually have no access to camera because
accessing a camera requires a specific permission of users. In
this study, we therefore investigate success of this malware
in distinguishing child and adult user, if only accelerometer
sensor data is available to it. Hereof, we take two scenarios
into account. In the first scenario, user interacts with the
malware as a legitimate app, e.g. a game app, and malware
collects accelerometer data to determine whether the user is
a child or an adult, while running in the foreground. In this
mode, named as Active Mode, the app can access to touch
event information. On the other hand, in the second scenario
which we call Silent Mode, the malware runs as a background
process and cannot obtain touch events directly from OS.
Instead, it internally detects both of touch events and user age
by analyzing accelerometer readings. In order to test these
scenarios, we have developed an Android app BalloonLogger
that runs either in Active or Silent Mode depending on the
configuration.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Data Acquisition
In order to collect data, we have designed and implemented BalloonLogger by using Android Studio development
environment. This application logs accelerometer data in x,
y and z directions while users touch the screen. Users are
not guided about how they hold or touch the device (one
hand/two hand holding, pressing with index finger/thumb),
while playing BalloonLogger. An example user interface of
our test application is illustrated in Figure 1. The experiment
starts after user age is entered and "START" button is pressed.
Then, a balloon through different colors and sizes appears on
a random position of the touch screen. As he/she pops the
balloon by touching it on the screen, next one is appeared
with a random color, size and position. A total of 50 balloons
are created in this way during the experiment. While our
application is running, all accelerometer data and touch event
information are recorded with specified sampling rate and they
are saved to the internal memory of the smartphone.
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Fig. 1: The user interface of developed sensor application.

In the phase of algorithm development and training, we have
collected data from 100 child users whose age vary from 3 to
11, and 100 adult users whose age are between 12 and 50.
Therefore, there are more than 5000 taps data for adult and
child users, separately. We use popular Android smartphones
like Samsung Galaxy S3 (Android 4.3), Galaxy S4 (Andorid
4.4), Galaxy S5 (Android 5.0), LG G3 and G4 (Android 6.0)
during experiment and they have all 100 Hz sampling rate.
Using different smartphone models with different screen size
shows that the proposed approach can be used on any Android
smartphone with sufficient sampling rate.
B. Feature Extraction
While we analyze accelerometer readings, we notice that
there is unique pattern in tap locations and this is the fingerprint of tap events. Actually, this change in accelerometer
data is due to the external force applied on the touchscreen
[3]. Therefore, we use AccSum term to measure the change
of external force. AccSum is 2-norm of acceleration vector
and represented by the following formula:
AccSum = |A|2 = A2x + A2y + A2z ,

(1)

where Ax , Ay , Az are acceleration values in x, y, z
dimensions, respectively. AccSum is directly proportional to
|F |2 . Examples of how AccSum value changes for child and
adult users are shown in Figure 2.

(a) A child

(b) An adult

Fig. 2: Example AccSum graph for a child and an adult user.
The fingerprint of a tap event is exhibited in Figure 3. The
motions of smartphone during the tap event can be expressed
as three consecutive phases: Action Down, Action Hold
and Action U p. When the user taps on the touchscreen,
the smartphone will move downward and this is called as
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TABLE I: The Effects of 6 Features on Accuracy Rate
Features
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6
P1 , P2 , P4 , P5 , P6
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5
P1 , P2 , P6
P1 , P2 , P3
P1 , P2

Accuracy Rate
71.8%
70.8%
70.5%
61.8%
52.5%
52.4%

Fig. 3: The fingerprint of tap event.

Action Down phase. When the Action Down is over;
the smartphone will stop, this step is called Action Hold
phase. Then, he/she lifts his finger and the hand holding the
smartphone will cause the smartphone back to its beginning
position, Action U p phase.
After normalizing AccSum value, we firstly extract 6 features for each tap event:
1) P1 : The peak value of AccSum at the end of
Action Down phase.
2) P2 : The minimum reading of AccSum in Action Down
phase.
3) P3 : Difference between P1 and P2 values.
4) P4 : Difference between P1 and P2 in terms of sample
index.
5) P5 : Time difference between Action Down and
Action U p events.
6) P6 : Variance of AccSum after Action U p phase to settle
the original position.
Actually, P1 measures the magnitude of tapping finger, P2
measures the magnitude of force from the hand holding the
smartphone, P3 and P4 measure the change rate, P5 determines tap time and P6 measures the fluctuation. According
to our observations, we see that press magnitude of tapping
finger of children is weaker compared to adult users. Similarly,
adult users hold smartphone more powerfully, so reactions due
to their holding hands are more strong compared to children.
Therefore, we expect lower P2 values and higher P1 values for
adult users. Additionally, our observations show that children
touch on the screen longer than adult users, so we expect
higher P4 and P5 values for children. Furthermore, we have
noted that following the Action U p state, smartphone needs
more time to return its original position in case of a child user.
The reason is obvious: Children’s holding hands are weak and
settle time is higher compared to adults. Relying on this fact,
we also introduce P6 parameter as the sixth feature.
In order to classify extracted features, we perform multiclass logistic regression by using LIBLINEAR implementation
[16]. By using the logistic regression with 5-fold cross validation, we obtained 71.8% accuracy rate. In other words, we
can determine a given tap whether belongs to child or adult
user with 71.8% accuracy. We also tested effects of 6 features
on the accuracy rate, the result are show in Table I.
In addition to these 6 features, we examine the distribution
of each tap event. All tap events do not have the same number
of samples even for different taps of the same user. Therefore,
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we firstly transform data of each tap to frequency domain
and then retranform it to the time domain to reconstruct the
original signal. In reconstruction, we determine the length of
transformation as 10 samples. This operation preserves general
shape of the signal but normalize the signal to 10 samples
in time domain and also eliminates noisy high frequency
components. For this operation, we first apply discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) and then inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) to tap event data. By setting DFT size equal to 10, we
fix all tap events to 10 samples so we can use each of these
10 values as a feature. Correspondingly, DFT and IDFT are
equations given below.
F [n] =

N
−1
X

2π

f [k]e−j2 N nk

n=0:N −1

(2)

k=0

f [k] =

N −1
2π
1 X
F [n]e+j2 N nk
N n=0

k =0:N −1

(3)

Instead of DFT, we also apply Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) to our data. We again set the transformation sample
size as 10. After calculations based on the experimental data,
we observe that these two methods result in nearly the same
performance. The equations of DCT and IDCT are given in (4)
and (5). For example, the original sensor data for one tap event
and corresponding reconstructed data via IDCT are shown in
Figure 4.

Xc [k] =

N
−1
X

x[n]cos

n=0

x[n] =
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2N
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1
2 X
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N
N
2N

(4)

n = 1 : N −1

k=1

Fig. 4: Example IDCT of tap data.

(5)
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Then, each 10-length signal acquired from the inverse
transforms is used as features. How accuracy rate changes
when these parameters are adopted is given in Table II.

TABLE IV: Success Results for User Identification in Active
Mode
Users
100 Adult and 100 Child Users
100 Adult and 100 Child Users
100 Adult and 100 Child Users

TABLE II: The Effects of IDFT and IDCT on Accuracy Rate
Features
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 , IDFT
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 , IDCT
Only IDFT
Only IDCT

# of Features
6
16
16
10
10

Accuracy Rate
71.8%
77.1%
77.3%
70.5%
71.4%

C. Classification
In order to test succession of the different classisfication
methods, WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) machine learning program is used. For 16-featured data,
3 different classification methods are experimented. These
are logistic regression, k-nearest neighbor and random forest.
Additionally, in order to decrease the number of features, PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) is also implemented. With
PCA, the number of feature is reduced from 16 to 11. The
highest success rate of 85.3% is obtained by using k-nearest
neighbor.

PCA, 11
PCA, 11
PCA, 11
PCA, 11

features
features
features
features

Classification Method
Logistic Regression
k-NN with k=10
k-NN with k=1
RandomForest Tree

Accuracy Rate
77.1%
84.5%
81.0%
85.0%

Logistic Regression
k-NN with k=10
k-NN with k=1
RandomForest Tree

77.3%
85.3%
81.6%
85.1%

Up to now, the classisfication results were the rate of truly
finding that a tap belongs to an adult or a child. However, our
main purpose is to determine whether a user is an adult or a
child. For this purpose, we constiute our training set consisting
of 100 adult and 100 child users, and test each user’s data
separately and finally classify the user as a adult or a child.
Furthermore, we try to determine number of minimum tap
samples from each user for a succesfull adult/child identification. In this direction, we take 10, 20 and 30 taps from
collected date set of users. Finally, we have a success rate in
distinguishing a user as an adult or a child. For this purpose,
we tested collected data of 100 adult and 100 children, and
the results are given in Table IV. Note that, if we take 30 taps
from each user, we can correctly identify 92 out of 100 adult
users and 93 out of 100 child users, so our average success
rate in Active Mode is 92.5%.
IV. TAP D ETECTION IN S ILENCE M ODE
When services and applications run in background, they
are not allowed to retrieve touch event information from the
touchscreen of the smartphone. As it can seen from the unique
ISBN 978-0-9928626-7-1 © EURASIP 2017

Success Rate
92.5 %
89 %
88 %

pattern of a tap event, there are some peaks in the accelerometer data when the tap occurrs. In order to detect taps from
the accelerometer data, one should determine the maximum
and minimum peaks. In the Silent Mode, we are monitoring
AccSum reading by using Teager’s Energy Operator. Teager’s
energy operator is such a nonlinear operator that can be used
at this stage to detect energy jump in the accelerometer data
since integral of amplitude square of a signal gives the energy
of the signal. This operator is beauiful since it has a small
time window, making it ideal for time analysis of signal [17].
It is defined in one-dimension [18] as:
d2 f (t)
df (t) 2
) − f (t)
,
dt
dt2
while in discrete domain, the operator becomes as
T [f (t)] = (

T [f (n)] = f 2 (n) − f (n − 1)f (n + 1).

TABLE III: Accuracy Results for 3 Classification Methods
Dimension Reduction
none, 16 features
none, 16 features
none, 16 features
none, 16 features

Number of taps
30
20
10

(6)

(7)

Thus, after the application of Teager’s energy operator
on the accelerometer data, index values are thresholded so
that only the highly energetic jump locations are detected.
Basically, the Teager’s energy operator gives the notion of start
and end location of tap events as shown in Figure 5. Morever,
in order to improve accuracy in tap detection, these highly
energetic locations are evaluated and thresholded according to
their P1 , P2 , and P4 values in the bulk of accelerometer data
so that these locations are double checked and recorded as
actual tap events.

Fig. 5: The relation between Tap Events and Teager’s Energy
Operator.
In the evaluation step of tap detection algorithm, we used
the collected accelerometer data of 200 users, 5000 taps for
adult and child users, separately. This was great effort to form
large data set for training phase. We investigated that there
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are similar studies in which data from only 3 or 4 users
are used for training set. The experimental results show that
proposed tap event detection approach can be able to achieve
high accuracies in identifying the tap events on the touchscreen
as it can be seen from Table V. The reason of decrease in the
accuracy rate of child users is due to high amplitude noises
which are originated from shakes and vibrations caused by the
users.
TABLE V: Experimental Results of Tap Event Detection
User Type
Adult
Child

Precision
93.2%
73.3%

Recall
81.2%
64.8%

F-Measure
86.8%
68.8%

In case of the Active Mode, we suppose that the exact
location of the tap events is available. Nevertheless, for Silent
Mode tap events has to be guessed by applying the proposed
tap detection algorithm. When our tap detection algorithm is
implemented, the success rate for identifying 100 adult and
100 child users becomes about 89% as depicted in Table VI.
There are some decreases in accuracy rates when we use
our proposed tap detection algorithm instead of touch event
information from Android, since our tap detection algorithm
sometimes misses the tap events in sensor data or gives some
false tap locations.
TABLE VI: Success Results for User Identification in Silent
Mode.
Users
100 Adult and 100 Child Users
100 Adult and 100 Child Users
100 Adult and 100 Child Users

Number of taps
30
20
10

Success Rate
89 %
89 %
87 %

V. C ONCLUSION
In this study, we have examined the feasibility of detecting
user age interval by analyzing accelerometer sensor data. In
particular, we have designed and implemented the Android
app BalloonLogger to collect sensor readings from both of
the child and adult users while they are interacting with
this application. We have demonstrated that our proposed
scheme can determine whether the present user is a child
or an adult with a success rate of 92.5%. Furthermore, the
results of the paper show that our model can still detect
the user age interval successfully up to %89, even it runs
in the background as Silent Mode. We have also addressed
that child/adult information can be exploited by a malware
which asks a child user to authorize its hazardous actions
and hides its suspicious behavior for an adult user. Hence,
we conclude that such an easily accessible information may
make malwares more powerful and devious. Furthermore, our
proposed method can also be developed by using additional
classification schemes like precise age interval classification
or gender recognition. These subjects will be considered in
future works.
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